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My Turn Life Total Football
THE ULTIMATE STRATEGIES, THE GREATEST GAME. In 2002 Brazil national team coach Luiz Felipe Scolari actively used
The Art of War for Brazil's successful World Cup campaign. Not only did Scolari read the book and apply its strategies, but on
some occasions he actually slipped copies of the text underneath his players' doors during the night. Commenting on his use
of The Art of War after the World Cup win, Scolari confirmed "sometimes a different approach like this can help." Quite the
understatement. Composed in the late 5th century BCE, The Art of War by Chinese general Sun Tzu is the most well-known
and well-respected work on military strategy and philosophy in history. Proving its timeless brilliance, the now 2400-year-old
text is still used in teaching strategy and philosophy at the leading military academies today. The Art of War is used as
instructional material at the US Military Academy at West Point and it is also recommended reading for Royal Officer cadets
at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst. Business Insider magazine names The Art of War as one of the top 25 most
influential books ever written, and highly respected astrophysicist and social commentator Neil deGrasse Tyson identifies
Sun Tzu's work as one of the "seven books every intelligent person on the planet should read." The Art of War and Sun Tzu
have been referenced and quoted in various movies and television shows, including "Wall Street," "The Rock," "The Family
Man" "Bandits," and the James Bond movie "Die Another Day". In television, The Art of War has been referenced countless
times, including in two of the most popular and most critically acclaimed shows of all time: "The Sopranos" (season 3, episode
9) and "Breaking Bad (season 2, episode 7). Most significantly for this project, The Art of War has been applied in sports, and
not just by Scolari. NFL coach Bill Belichick, the coach with the most Super Bowl victories of all time, has stated on multiple
occasions his admiration for The Art of War, with one specific headline reading "Belichick explains how advice from Sun Tzu's
'The Art of War' helped build the Patriots dynasty." The advocation for Sun Tzu's strategies in all walks of life, including
sports, could hardly be higher.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian
Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an allwhite farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written,
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant
drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native American
boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with
Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.
The story of one of the most recognisable and successful players in world football. Didier Drogba is renowned for his heading
ability, sharp shooting and sheer strength. He has played for his native Ivory Coast and for clubs in France, China and
Turkey, but it is as a Chelsea striker that he is best known. His feats with Chelsea have made him a cult hero among
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supporters. In Didier Drogba's honest and revealing autobiography he will talk about life as an immigrant in Paris, the
importance of his education and how finding success later than most professional footballers has kept him grounded. In 2012
Didier was voted Chelsea's greatest ever player. He talks from a privileged behind-the-scenes position about tactics and how
he felt mentally and physically as well as anecdotes from the dressing room. Didier provides unique insight into important
and controversial matches from the first trophy he won with them in 2005 to the Premier League title a decade later; as well
as what persuaded him to stay when he was at his lowest ebb. Away from football Drogba has been widely applauded for his
involvement in trying to broker peace in the Ivorian civil war - he is a UN Goodwill Ambassador and does a huge amount of
work with the Didier Drogba Foundation - Time magazine named him one of the world's 100 most influential people. Go
behind the scenes at Stamford Bridge and find out about life on and off the field for this humble Chelsea hero.
The Netherlands has been one of the world's most distinctive and sophisticated football cultures. From the birth of Total
Football in the sixties, through two decades of World Cup near misses to the exiles who remade clubs like AC Milan,
Barcelona, Arsenal and Chelsea in their own image, the Dutch have often been dazzlingly original and influential. The
elements of their style (exquisite skills, adventurous attacking tactics, a unique blend of individual creativity and teamwork,
weird patterns of self-destruction) reflect and embody the country's culture and history. This book lays bare the elegant,
fractured soul of the Dutch Masters and the culture that spawned them by exploring and analysing its key ideas, institutions,
personalities and history in the context of wider Dutch society.
Turning the Thing Around
The ABC of an Obstinate Maestro
The Manager
The Memory Man
Point of Attack
Lionel Messi and the Making--and Unmaking--of the World's Greatest Soccer Club
The Making of the Greatest Team in the World
In Stillness and Speed, one of football's most enigmatic stars finally opens up about his life and career, revealing the things that
motivate and inspire him. Viewed by many as one of the most influential figures in Premier League history, and scorer of the goal that
Arsenal fans voted the best in the club's history, Dennis Bergkamp is a true giant of the game. As a youngster, Bergkamp learned from
the Dutch master Johan Cruyff. By the time the pupil was ready to graduate from Ajax and move abroad, he was ready to spread the
word, but in Italy he found few willing listeners. It was only when he moved to Arsenal and linked up with Arsene Wenger that he met
someone else who shared his vision for football's possibilities. Bergkamp became central to everything the club did: now he had become
the teacher, their creative genius, and the one who inspired some of the wayward old guard to new heights, helping them to seven
major trophies. Few footballers' books make you think anew, but in Stillness and Speed Bergkamp presents a new vision for the game
and how it might be played. He was a player like no other; his story is told like no other. It is a book that will inspire football fans
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everywhere, whatever their allegiance.
From legendary playwright August Wilson comes the powerful, stunning dramatic bestseller that won him critical acclaim, including the
Tony Award for Best Play and the Pulitzer Prize. Troy Maxson is a strong man, a hard man. He has had to be to survive. Troy Maxson
has gone through life in an America where to be proud and black is to face pressures that could crush a man, body and soul. But the
1950s are yielding to the new spirit of liberation in the 1960s, a spirit that is changing the world Troy Maxson has learned to deal with
the only way he can, a spirit that is making him a stranger, angry and afraid, in a world he never knew and to a wife and son he
understands less and less. This is a modern classic, a book that deals with the impossibly difficult themes of race in America, set during
the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 60s. Now an Academy Award-winning film directed by and starring Denzel Washington,
along with Academy Award and Golden Globe winner Viola Davis.
From the post room to the board room, everyone thinks they can be the manager. But how do you manage outrageous talent? What do
you do to inspire loyalty from your players? How do you turn around a team in crisis? What's the best way to build long-term success?
How can you lead calmly under pressure? The issues are the same whether you're managing a Premier League football team or a FTSE
100 company. Here, for the first time, some 30 of the biggest names in football management reveal just what it takes. With their every
decision, remark, skill, and success or failure under constant scrutiny from the media and the fans, these managers need to be the most
adroit of leaders. In The Manager they explain their methods, give examples of lessons they've learned along the way, and describe the
decisions they make and the leadership they provide. Each chapter tackles a key leadership issue for managers in any walk of life and,
in their own words, shows how the experts deal with the challenges they face in an abnormally high-pressure environment. Offering
valuable lessons for business leaders and fascinating behind-the-scenes insights for football fans, The Manager is an honest, accessible
and unprecedented look at the day-to-day work of these high-profile characters and the world of top-level football management.
Contents: A Piece of the Action (Roy Hodgson); The Art of One-on-One (Carlo Ancelotti); Behind the Scenes (ArsÃ ̈ne Wenger); Building
High-performing Teams (Sam Allardyce); The Field of Play (Roberto Mancini); Handling Outrageous Talent (JosÃ© Mourinho); Pursuing
a Career Under Pressure (Brendan Rodgers); Seeing the Bigger Picture (Harry Redknapp); Creating Sustained Success (Sir Alex
Ferguson); Crisis Response and Turnaround (Walter Smith); Triumph and Despair (Mick McCarthy). Also featuring: Gerard Houllier,
Tony Pulis, Martin O'Neill, Neil Warnock, Howard Wilkinson, Kevin Keegan, Dario Gradi, Andre Villas-Boas, David Moyes, Alex McLeish,
Hope Powell, Martin Jol, Glenn Hoddle, Chris Hughton, David Platt, Paul Ince, and George Graham.
In his national bestseller, Soccernomics, Simon Kuper pioneered a new way of looking at soccer, the world's most popular game,
through his witty and meticulous use of data. In Soccer Men, Kuper explores the heart and soul of the sport by getting up close and
personal with soccer's greatest players and coaches. An inquiry into the genius and hubris of the modern game, Soccer Men details the
lives of international stars such as Arsène Wenger, Jose Mourinho, Josep Guardiola, Lionel Messi, Wayne Rooney, and David Beckham,
describing their upbringings, the soccer cultures they grew up in, the way they play or coach, and the baggage they bring to their
relationships at work. In this updated edition, Kuper profiles Hope Solo, Raymond Domenech, Andrea Agnelli, Robin van Persie, Carlo
Ancelotti, and more. He also provides a brilliant comparison of two tales of immigrant life: Philip Roth's Portnoy's Complaint and the
autobiography of Swedish striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic.
The Neurotic Genius of Dutch Football
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The evolution of football formations and plays
Soccer Men
The Beautiful Game of an Ordinary Genius
Lonely at the Top
Fences
The Barcelona Inheritance
JüKlopp's coaching career began in the German second tier at the unfashionable club of FSV Mainz 05, whom he steered to the
Bundesliga for the first time in forty-one years. In 2008, he joined Borussia Dortmund, where he achieved back-to-back league titles and
took the club to the UEFA Champions League final. He left Germany for one of the England's most challenging jobs: to manage Liverpool,
a once-mighty club that had not managed sustained success since the 1980s. It was not a task for the fainthearted. Anfield, Liverpool's
home, is a temple to flamboyant attacking soccer powered by passion. In Klopp, Liverpool finally found a manager who embodied the
essence of the club. Klopp is dynamic, expressive, restless, driven-he feels every move and play, every tactical shift, every contact on the
field. His eyes betray a wild ecstasy and agony as his team thrives or falls. His game plan demands relentless commitment-the famous
gegenpress-and he is one of the great personal motivators in all sport. Raphael Honigstein, author of Das Reboot and Budesliga
correspondent for the Guardian, has interviewed Klopp and followed his career since his early years, and better than anyone knows how
to "bring the noise" to his subject.
**Winner of the 2018 Telegraph Sports Book Awards Sports Bestseller of the Year** 'Very funny on almost every page, wonderfully selfdeprecating and very sharp on the ludicrous behaviour of the modern player' - Sunday Times 'The funniest man in British sport' - Metro
Featured on BBC Radio 2 with Chris Evans You become a footballer because you love football. And then you are a footballer, and you’re
suddenly in the strangest, most baffling world of all. A world where one team-mate comes to training in a bright red suit with matching
top-hat, cane and glasses, without any actual glass in them, and another has so many sports cars they forget they have left a Porsche at
the train station. Even when their surname is incorporated in the registration plate. So walk with me into the dressing-room, to find out
which players refuse to touch a football before a game, to discover why a load of millionaires never have any shower-gel, and to hear
what Cristiano Ronaldo says when he looks at himself in the mirror. We will go into post-match interviews, make fools of ourselves on
social media and try to ensure that we never again pay £250 for a haircut that should have cost a tenner. We’ll be coached and cajoled
by Harry Redknapp, upset Rafa Benitez and be soothed by the sound of an accordion played by Sven-Goran Eriksson’s assistant Tord
Grip. There will be some very bad music and some very bad decisions. I am Peter Crouch. This is How To Be A Footballer. Shall we? Can’t
get enough of Crouch? Tune into That Peter Crouch Podcast on Radio 5 Live
The Sunday Times Bestseller and Number 1 Sport Book of 2016 'A tale that's truly inspirational' The Sun An ordinary lad from Sheffield,
Jamie Vardy has become known as an against-the-odds footballing hero the world over. Yet a few years ago, things couldn’t have been
any more different. Rejected as a teenager by his boyhood club, Jamie thought his chance was gone. But from playing pub football and
earning £30 a week at Stocksbridge Park Steels, while still working in a factory, his off-the-cuff performances saw him rise. Jamie had a
wild and turbulent youth, but football became his saving grace and, once he filled his boots with goals at FC Halifax Town and Fleetwood
Town, he moved to Leicester City. After the miracle of surviving relegation, the team of unlikely outsiders bonded together to achieve the
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unthinkable: Jamie set the record as the first player to score in 11 consecutive Premier League matches and Leicester beat odds of
5000-1 to become champions. Jamie has now been nominated for the Ballon d’Or, firmly establishing himself as one of England’s leading
goal scoring footballers. Not forgetting his roots, however, he has set up the V9 Academy in a bid to find the next big talent from nonleague football. Defying all expectations, this is the story of the boy from nowhere who reached the top in his own unflinching, honest
words.
The bestselling inspirational book in which the author reunites with a childhood football hero, now a minister and coach, and witnesses a
revelatory demonstration of the true meaning of manhood. Joe Ehrmann, a former NFL football star and volunteer coach for the Gilman
high school football team, teaches his players the keys to successful defense: penetrate, pursue, punish, love. Love? A former captain of
the Baltimore Colts and now an ordained minister, Ehrmann is serious about the game of football but even more serious about the
purpose of life. Season of Life is his inspirational story as told by Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Jeffrey Marx, who was a ballboy for the
Colts when he first met Ehrmann. Ehrmann now devotes his life to teaching young men a whole new meaning of masculinity. He teaches
the boys at Gilman the precepts of his Building Men for Others program: Being a man means emphasizing relationships and having a
cause bigger than yourself. It means accepting responsibility and leading courageously. It means that empathy, integrity, and living a life
of service to others are more important than points on a scoreboard. Decades after he first met Ehrmann, Jeffrey Marx renewed their
friendship and watched his childhood hero putting his principles into action. While chronicling a season with the Gilman Greyhounds, Marx
witnessed the most extraordinary sports program he’d ever seen, where players say “I love you” to each other and coaches profess their
love for their players. Off the field Marx sat with Ehrmann and absorbed life lessons that led him to reexamine his own unresolved
relationship with his father. Season of Life is a book about what it means to be a man of substance and impact. It is a moving story that
will resonate with athletes, coaches, parents—anyone struggling to make the right choices in life.
Barça
Pele: The Autobiography
Andrea Pirlo: I Think Therefore I Play
Wenger
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
Brilliant Orange
The Jürgen Klopp Story

Carlo Ancelotti is one of the greatest managers of all time, with five Champions League titles to his name. Yet his
approach could not be further from the aggressive theatricals favoured by many of his rivals. His understated style has
earned him the fierce loyalty of players like David Beckham, Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Cristiano Ronaldo. In Quiet
Leadership, Ancelotti reveals the full, riveting story of his managerial career - his methods, mentors, mistakes and
triumphs - and takes us inside the dressing room to trace the characters, challenges and decisions that have shaped him.
The result is both a scintillating memoir and a rare insight into the business of leadership.
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In Wenger: My Life and Lessons in Red and White, world-renowned and revolutionary soccer coach Arsène Wenger
finally tells his own story for the very first time. Wenger opens up about his life, sharing principles for success on and off
the field with lessons on leadership, personal development, and management. This book charts his extraordinary career,
including his rise from obscurity in France and Japan to his 22 years at the helm of Arsenal Football Club. • Covers the
years of controversy that led up to his resignation in 2018 and his current seat as chief of global football development for
FIFA • Wenger offers studious reflections on the game and his groundbreaking approach to motivation, mindset, fitness,
and the winning edge. •He popularized the attacking approach and belief that the game should be entertaining. •
Includes full-color photo insert. Among the most successful managers of all time, Wenger, affectionately nicknamed "the
professor," has won multiple championships and run one undefeated and unmatched English Premier League season.
This is a must-read for Arsenal fans, soccer fans, athletes, trainers, business leaders, and anyone seeking the tools for
success in work and life. The story of one of the most revered and successful coaches—and his tactics and vision—in the
world's largest sport • Makes a great book for diehard soccer fans around the world • You'll love this book if you love
books like Alex Ferguson: My Biography by Alex Ferguson, Beckham: Both Feet on the Ground: An Autobiography by
David Beckham and Tom Watt, and Eleven Rings: The Soul of Success by Phil Jackson and Hugh Delehanty. Digital
audio edition read by the author.
'I knew nothing about football before knowing Cruyff.' – Pep Guardiola Johan Cruyff is widely regarded as one of the
greatest players in football history. Throughout his playing career, he was synonymous with Total Football, a style of play
in which every player could play in any position on the pitch. Today, his philosophy lives on in teams across Europe, from
Barcelona to Bayern Munich and players from Lionel Messi to Cesc Fabrecas. My Turn tells the story of Cruyff's life
starting at Ajax, where he won eight national titles and three European Cups before moving to Barcelona where he won
La Liga in his first season, in 1973, and was named European Footballer of the Year. He won the Ballon d'Or three times,
and led the Dutch national team to the final of the 1974 World Cup, famously losing to West Germany, and receiving the
Golden Ball as the player of the tournament. Off the field his life was more turbulent, surviving a kidnapping attempt and
bankruptcy. This honest and unflinching autobiography also explores his life after retirement, when he became a hugely
successful manager of Ajax and then Barcelona when he won the Champions league with a young Pep Guardiola in his
team. My Turn is the inspirational account of a legendary football hero, voted European Player of the Century, in his own
words. In March 2016 Cruyff died after a short battle with lung cancer bringing world football to a standstill in an
outpouring of emotions. A brilliant teacher and analyst of the game he love, My Turn is Johan Cruyff's legacy.
The entertaining, revealing, and controversial bestselling autobiography of one of the most respected figures in the world
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of soccer. Carlo Ancelotti is one of only six people to have won the Champions League—European soccer’s most
coveted trophy—as both player and coach. After a successful career playing for several of the most important teams in
Italy—and for the Italian national team—Ancelotti went on to become one of the most acclaimed and outspoken coaches in
European football, managing Italian giants Parma, Juventus, and Milan before moving to Chelsea, one of the Premier
League’s most successful clubs, in 2009. The book moves from anecdotes of his life growing up in Reggio Emilia to
stories of his time playing among the best footballers in the world. With a characteristic mixture of sharp insight and
humor, Ancelotti explores the differences between the Italian and the English games, shares his thoughts on soccer’s
future with the MLS in America, and reflects on the 2010 World Cup in South Africa. With a preface by the legendary
former captain of the Italian national team, Paolo Maldini, this book is at once a tactician’s bible from one of the world’s
most celebrated footballing minds, the fascinating story of an ordinary man reaching great heights, and in part a revealing
tell-all from an outspoken insider in the cut-throat world of European soccer. The perfect book for anyone with a passion
for the beautiful game.
The Autobiography of Soccer's Greatest and Most Controversial Star
My Turn: The Autobiography
My Autobiography
The Artist: Being Iniesta
Johan Cruyff, Sun Tzu and the Art of War in Football
Head First Statistics
A Book That Changes Lives: Easyread Super Large 20pt Edition
Sir Alex Ferguson's compelling story is always honest and revealing he reflects on his managerial career that embraced unprecedented
European success for Aberdeen and 26 triumphant seasons with Manchester United. Sir Alex Ferguson's best-selling autobiography has now
been updated to offer reflections on events at Manchester United since his retirement as well as his teachings at the Harvard Business
School, a night at the Oscars and a boat tour round the Hebrides, where he passed unrecognised. The extra material adds fresh insights and
detail on his final years as United's manager. Both the psychology of management and the detail of football strategy at the top level can be
complex matters but no-one has explained them in a more interesting and accessible way for the general reader than Sir Alex does here. MY
AUTOBIOGRAPHY is revealing, endlessly entertaining and above all inspirational.
A bold new theory of leadership drawn from elite captains throughout sports—named one of the best business books of the year by CNBC,
The New York Times, Forbes, strategy+business, The Globe and Mail, and Sports Illustrated “The book taught me that there’s no cookiecutter way to lead. Leading is not just what Hollywood tells you. It’s not the big pregame speech. It’s how you carry yourself every day, how
you treat the people around you, who you are as a person.”—Mitchell Trubisky, quarterback, Chicago Bears Now featuring analysis of the fivePage 7/13
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time Super Bowl champion New England Patriots and their captain, Tom Brady The seventeen most dominant teams in sports history had
one thing in common: Each employed the same type of captain—a singular leader with an unconventional set of skills and tendencies.
Drawing on original interviews with athletes, general managers, coaches, and team-building experts, Sam Walker identifies the seven core
qualities of the Captain Class—from extreme doggedness and emotional control to tactical aggression and the courage to stand apart. Told
through riveting accounts of pressure-soaked moments in sports history, The Captain Class will challenge your assumptions of what inspired
leadership looks like. Praise for The Captain Class “Wildly entertaining and thought-provoking . . . makes you reexamine long-held beliefs
about leadership and the glue that binds winning teams together.”—Theo Epstein, president of baseball operations, Chicago Cubs “If you
care about leadership, talent development, or the art of competition, you need to read this immediately.”—Daniel Coyle, author of The Culture
Code “The insights in this book are tremendous.”—Bob Myers, general manager, Golden State Warriors “An awesome book . . . I find myself
relating a lot to its portrayal of the out-of the-norm leader.”—Carli Lloyd, co-captain, U.S. Soccer Women’s National Team “A great read . . .
Sam Walker used data and a systems approach to reach some original and unconventional conclusions about the kinds of leaders that foster
enduring success. Most business and leadership books lapse into clichés. This one is fresh.”—Jeff Immelt, chairman and former CEO,
General Electric “I can’t tell you how much I loved The Captain Class. It identifies something many people who’ve been around successful
teams have felt but were never able to articulate. It has deeply affected my thoughts around how we build our culture.”—Derek Falvey, chief
baseball officer, Minnesota Twins
From Cruyff's "Total Football" to the epic rivalry between Guardiola and Mourinho, a gripping chronicle of the rise and fall of Barcelona's
dominance in world soccer. Barcelona's style of play--pressing and possessing--is the single biggest influence on modern soccer. In The
Barcelona Inheritance, Jonathan Wilson reveals how and why this came to pass, offering a deep analysis of the evolution of soccer tactics
and style. In the late 1990s, Johan Cruyff's Dream Team was disintegrating and the revolutionary manager had departed, but his style gave
birth to a new generation of thinkers, including Pep Guardiola and José Mourinho. Today, their teams are first and second in the Premier
League, marking the latest installment in a rivalry that can be traced back twenty-five years. The Barcelona Inheritance is a book about the
tactics, the personalities, the friendships, and, in one case, an apocalyptic falling-out that continue to shape the game today.
FC Barcelona are the greatest football team in the world, the greatest for a generation and possibly the greatest of all time. This is the inside
story of how the team came to redefine how the game is played, told by the journalist closer to it than any other. This edition contains a new
epilogue reflecting on the departure of Pep Guardiola and Spain's victory at Euro 2012.
My Story
My Turn
Carlo Ancelotti
Season of Life
ALEX FERGUSON My Autobiography
The Evolution
My Seventh-Grade Life in Tights
A comprehensive introduction to statistics that teaches the fundamentals with real-life scenarios, and covers histograms, quartiles, probability,
Bayes' theorem, predictions, approximations, random samples, and
related topics.
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WAY OF THE PEACEFUL WARRIOR has become one of the most beloved spiritual sagas of our time. Shared among friends and families,
this million-copy word-of-mouth bestseller has inspired men and women of all ages in twenty languages worldwide. Despite his success,
college student and world-champion athlete Dan Millman is haunted by a feeling that something is missing from his life. Awakened one night
by dark dreams, he wanders into an all-night gas station, meets an old man named Socrates, and his world is changed forever. Guided by
this eccentric old warrior, drawn to an elusive young woman named Joy, Dan begins a spiritual odyssey into realms of light and shadow,
romance and mystery, toward a final confrontation that will deliver or destroy him. This classic tale, told with heart and humor, speaks to the
peaceful warrior in each of us. Countless readers have been moved to laughter and tears - even moments of illumination - as they rediscover
life's larger meaning and purpose. Journey with Dan on the peaceful warrior's path to unreasonable happiness. Find out for yourself why this
book changes lives.
With the subhead An NCAA Championship and Two Super Bowl Wins--Now Will You Leave Me Alone Jimmy Johnson's outspoken football
autobiography has been revised and updated to include the 1993-94 season. The ultimate insider's look at football--from one of the true
masters of the sport. 16-page photo insert.
ʻIlluminated by finely turned phrases and vivid insightsʼ - Richard Williams, Guardian Sports Books of the Year. Thierry Henry ‒ gifted,
charismatic and a genuinely world-class footballer ‒ has passed into Arsenal legend as the hero of a team that finally ended Manchester
Unitedʼs dominance. But as he approached the autumn of his career, Thierryʼs crown began to slip ‒ from the infamous ʻHand of Gaulʼ
incident to a dismal World Cup 2010 campaign. Suddenly, a player who Arsene Wenger once dubbed ʻthe greatest striker everʼ, a man who
had spent his career at the very top of the game, began to learn how lonely such a position could be. Drawing from numerous interviews and
impeccable sources, as well as his own observations over the course of Henryʼs entire career, award-winning author Philippe Auclair has
produced the most complete portrait of the Arsenal hero ever to be written. Clear-eyed, lyrical and passionately argued, Thierry Henry: Lonely
at the Top is as raw, shocking and thought-provoking as it is celebratory of Henryʼs outstanding flair and talent.
Inside the Minds of Football's Leaders
Ajax, Barcelona, Cruyff
Today I Begin a New Life
Maradona
A Life of Total Football
Stillness and Speed

All Dillon wants is to be a real dancer, but his dad wants him to play football, and Dillon's
freestyle crew, the Dizzee Freekz, says that dance studios are for sell-outs.
"A personal portrait of the forefront European soccer star traces his early years with Ajax, the
award-winning achievements that have made an indelible mark on Spanish soccer and his postWorld Cup contributions as a coach and team advisor, "--NoveList.
This fully updated edition of the international
bestseller includes Pep Guardiola's Bayern years
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and his decision to join Manchester City Pep Guardiola is the most successful and sought after
football coach in the world. After being appointed first-team manager in 2008, he transformed
Barcelona into arguably the greatest club side of all time, winning an unprecedented thirteen
trophies in four years. Following a shock sabbatical from the game, he replaced Jupp Heynckes
at the helm of Bayern Munich at the start of the 2013-14 season, twice winning the Double in
his three years in charge. He then announced that he would be joining Manchester City for the
2016-17 season, thereby beginning what could prove to be his greatest challenge yet: turning
them into a team that consistently wins in the most difficult of leagues and a regular
challenger in the Champions League . . . and doing it the Guardiola way. Guillem Balagué has
followed Pep's career from the outset and has had direct access to the man and his inner
circle. This then is the definitive portrait of Pep Guardiola and his relentless pursuit of
footballing perfection.
The World Cup as World History uses football’s premier event to analyze modern sports and
world history. William D. Bowman traces the history of a tournament that has become a global
phenomenon that generates intense political, economic, and cultural interest and profound
discussions about racial, ethnic, and gender identity in the contemporary era. By focusing on
the World Cup, the book keeps a tight thematic focus that allows for an integrated discussion
of the core issues of globalization, money and finance, sport as spectacle, race and gender, and
contemporary politics.
Thierry Henry
Commitment
Way of the Peaceful Warrior
The Captain Class
A Football Star, a Boy, a Journey to Manhood
The autobiography of the legendary Manchester United manager
The Evolution of Winning Soccer Tactics from Cruyff to Guardiola
Andrés Iniesta is the Barcelona and Spain legend, rated by the likes of Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel
Messi, Luis Suarez and Paul Scholes as one of the greatest footballers of all time. This is the thinking
fan's footballer with a thinking fan's football book. Andrés Iniesta was twelve years old when scouts
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invited him into Barcelona's famous La Masia academy. Shortly after he joined the club, Barca legend
Pep Guardiola remarked of him, 'This lad is going to retire us all.' Iniesta rapidly became a permanent
fixture in the Barca midfield, propelling the club to a raft of trophies, including eight La Liga
championships and four Champions League titles. With his country he has won the European
Championship twice, and scored the winning goal in the 2010 World Cup final. Behind the
wonderfully graceful passing and movement, and the accolades and trophies he has garnered, there
exists an intelligent and thoughtful man who, until now, has let his beautifully skilful feet do the
talking. In The Artist: Being Iniesta, the Spanish maestro paints a vivid self-portrait, in his own words
but also in those of his coaches, team-mates, opponents, friends and family. The result is intriguing.
My TurnA Life of Total FootballNation BooksStillness and SpeedMy StorySimon and Schuster
You've never seen football formations and tactic explored like they are in Total Football ever before.
A must-have for football experts! A goalkeeper, two defenders and eight attackers – it’s no surprise
that in the 1950s under this popular formation scores like 9-3 were common. So what changed? Total
Football tells the evolution of football tactics: from the birth of Total Football in the Netherlands to
the dominance of tiki taka in Spain and Brazil, each chapter explores an iconic tactic. Innovative
graphics alongside expert text guide you through the manager decisions that developed new
formations, the pure talent of players that defined each playing style and the matches that propelled
the winning tactic to legendary status. Sanjeev Shetty explores how each tactic works, how they
came to dominate and how opponents worked to find a way to beat them. From Pele to Messi, Cruyff
to Mourinho, Total Football explores the tactics that made the legends, giving you a new
understanding of how the beautiful game is played.
Argentina history book about the controversial Diego Maradona A soccer biography for kids Follows
the author’s journey from childhood to 1994 “Sometimes I think that my whole life is on film, that my
whole life is in print. But it’s not like that. There are things which are only in my heart—that no one
knows. At last I have decided to tell everything.” —Diego Maradona Diego Maradona went from a
poor boy in a Buenos Aires shanty town to a genius with the soccer ball. He kicked his way to the top
of South American, European, and world soccer, but his battles with the many pressures of life inside
and outside the game consistently threatened to tear his legend and his spirit down. He is one of
many famous soccer players, but one of only a few to write their own soccer autobiography. Villain or
hero, one thing about Maradona is clear: he was the best soccer player of his generation and possibly
of all time. He has never shared his remarkable story in his own words—until this autobiography.
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From his poverty-stricken origins to his greatest successes on the field, Maradona remembers, with
frankness and insight, the most impactful moments of his life. These include the pressures of being a
child prodigy, the infamous semi-final game against England in the 1986 World Cup, an amazing turnaround and the dream-turned-sour at Napoli, and the disgrace and shame of his positive drug test at
USA 1994. In this brutally honest autobiography, readers glimpse the inner thoughts of one of the
most controversial, talented, and complex professional athletes of the times. He was a man divided
between the demands of his corporate club bosses, the media, the fans, and his own tempestuous
personal life. With a new epilogue that updates Maradona’s amazing story and includes over 80
delightful photographs, Maradona is a confessional, a revelation, an apology, and a celebration.
Another Way of Winning: The Biography
How to Be a Footballer
Pep Guardiola
My Life in Football
Profiles of the Rogues, Geniuses, and Neurotics Who Dominate the World's Most Popular Sport
Bring the Noise
Jamie Vardy: From Nowhere, My Story

Even people who don't know football know Pelé. The best of a generation of Brazilian players universally acknowledged as the most accomplished and
attractive group of footballers ever to play the game, he won the World Cup three times and is Brazil's all-time record goalscorer. But how did this man -- a
sportsman, a mere footballer, like many others -- become a global icon? Was it just by being the best at what he did, or do people respond to some other
quality? The world's greatest footballer now gives us the full story of his incredible life and career. Told with his characteristic grace and modesty, but
covering all aspects of his playing days and his subsequent careers as politician, international sporting ambassador and cultural icon, PELE: THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY is an essential volume for all sports fans, and anyone who admires true rarity of spirit.
In these interviews, Cruyff talks about how he learned his trade and how he went on to play for Barcelona and Ajax. He also explores the philosophy behind
total football, the driving force behind the great Dutch side of the 70s and a style of football many top teams attempt to emulate today.
Luka Modric tells the story of his journey from a childhood in his war-torn homeland to becoming a serial UEFA Champions League winner and one of the
most celebrated footballers in the world
With rare and unrivaled access, bestselling coauthor of Soccernomics and longtime Financial Times journalist Simon Kuper tells the story of how FC
Barcelona became the most successful club in the world—and how that era is now ending FC Barcelona is not just the world’s highest grossing sports club, it
is simply one of the most influential organizations on the planet. At last count, it had approximately 214 million social media followers, more than any other
sports club except Real Madrid CF—and by one earlier measure, more than all thirty-two NFL teams combined. It has more in common with multinational
megacompanies like Netflix or small nation-states than it does with most soccer teams. No wonder its motto is “More than a club.” But it was not always so.
In the past three decades, Barcelona went from a regional team to a global powerhouse, becoming a model of sustained excellence and beautiful soccer, and
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a consistent winner of championships. Simon Kuper unravels exactly how this transformation took place, paying special attention to the club’s two biggest
stars, Johan Cruyff and Lionel Messi, who is arguably the greatest soccer player of all time. Messi joined Barça at age thirteen and, more than anyone, has
been the engine and standard-bearer of Barcelona’s glory. But his era is coming to an end—and with it, a once-in-a-lifetime golden run. This book charts
Barça’s rise and fall. Like many world-beating organizations, FC Barcelona closely guards its secrets, granting few outsiders access to the Camp Nou, its
legendary home stadium. But after decades of writing about the sport and the club, Kuper was given access to the inner sanctum and the people behind the
scenes who strive daily to keep Barcelona at the top. Erudite, personal, and capturing all the latest upheavals, his portrait of this incredible institution goes
beyond soccer to understand FC Barcelona as a unique social, cultural, and political phenomenon.
Total Football - A graphic history of the world’s most iconic soccer tactics
Winning Hearts, Minds and Matches
A New Theory of Leadership
Quiet Leadership
The Barcelona Complex
My Life and Lessons in Red & White
Luka Modric
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